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Facing climate change has been a priority in Mexico
National Development Plan (2007-2012). For the first time Sector Programs
(2007-2012) of several Secretaries propose strategies to face climate change
Intersecretarial Commission on Climate Change: Coordinates the activities
of the offices of the Federal Public Service on mitigation and adaptation
The Fifth National Communication of Mexico to UNFCCC is in preparation,
with an updated GHG Inventory to 2009. To be presented in COP 18 (2012)
Special Program on Climate Change: Identifies opportunities to reduce 50
MTons by 2012 across all sectors. Includes commitment for continued and
periodical monitoring and review process
State Programs on Mitigation and Adaptation: Identifies actions by sector:
8 concluded, 22 underway / 15 with complete inventories and 2 planning.
15 year Energy Policy Outlook: Sets targets on renewable penetration, Gas
Flaring, Energy Efficiency
4 State Plans have been concluded and 22 more are underway

15 year Water Policy Outlook: Identifies actions to decrease water scarcity and
alleviate water related disasters
Climate Change Bill: Establishes new institutional arrangement overseeing
climate change action, binding targets on mitigation, green fund, etc.

Source: INE

http://www2.ine.gob.mx/sistemas/peacc/

|

Low Emission Development Strategy (LEDS): development of base
document with project portfolio, barriers, financing alternatives and
macroeconomic impact. Sets up next steps for LEDS development

Source: Towards Green Growth, OECD; Green Economy UNEP; Internal analysis
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In 2006, Mexico generated 709 MtCO2e. Energy transformation and
consumption accounted for 60% of total emissions

CO2 Emissions – Energy Sector 1
MtCO2

CO2 Emissions - Total
MtCO2, Percentage, 2006
100% = 709 MtCO2
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Source: GHG National Inventory (INEGEI), Fourth National Communication, INE 2009
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Mexico set itself binding and aspirational GHG abatement targets for
the short, medium and long term

2012

Special Climate Change Program with unconditional target
of reducing 50 MtCO2e

2020

GHG emissions reduction by 30% with respect to baseline,
conditional to adequate financial and technological support
from developed countries as part of a global agreement

2050

Aspirational target to abate 50% of the total GHG
emissions in 2000
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2009 – 2012 Special Climate Change Program PECC on track to
achieve 50 MtCO2e from main identified sectors

Activity
Power generation
Energy consumption
82.86% = 44.51
MtCO2e/yr

AFOLU
Waste

2012 Outlook
52.76 MtCO2e/yr

•

83% of target achieved on Q1 2012 (44.5 MtCO2e/y projected)

•

2012 outlook foresees program achievement 4% over target
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May 2012 Climate Change Bill passed setting a solid institutional
arrangement to support CC action

1. National Climate Change Strategy spanning 10, 20 and 40 years sets
abatement targets:
o Binding 30% by 2020 vs BAU subject to support;
o Aspirational 50% by 2050 vs BAU baseline
o 35% electricity generated from clean energy sources by 2024;
o achieve 0% carbon net loss from forest ecosystems.

2. Distribution of responsibilities among the three levels of government
(National System for Climate Change) with state and municipal plans,
and across sectors (Inter-ministerial Climate Change Commission)

3. National Institute of Ecology transforms into a government entity with
full budgetary autonomy

4. Mandates for a Mexican Climate Change Fund, from national and
international public and private sources, and opens possibilities for fiscal,
financial and market incentives

5. Mandatory emissions reporting, forming a National GHG Emissions
Inventory, and a National Registry of GHG Emissions
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Inclusive Green Growth focus to achieve efficiency and reduce
pressure on limited resource base, reduce risks and secure growth

1

Economic
Growth

Adaptation

Mitigation

2

Fulfill voluntary international
commitment of 30% reduction by
2020 vs BAU subject to international
support
Sustained economic growth

3

Reduce poverty, create jobs and
improve living standards

4

Preserve our natural capital

5

Reduce vulnerability to Climate
Change
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Climate Change strategy being developed in parallel efforts with
different time horizons
SHORT TERM

High level LEDS outline, describing
current mitigation project portfolio:
• key actions,
• detected barriers,
• public policy initiatives,
• institutional arrangement,
• financing sources, and
• macroeconomic effects
First approach to National adaptation
strategy
Diagnosis of current gaps, required
resources and next steps
Flight plan to promote running start
for next administration
Capability development

MEDIUM TERM

Ensure uniform planning platform
Revisit initial analyses and develop
formal methodologies for:
• Baseline determination
• GHG inventories
• Mitigation potential
• Project valuation
• MRVs
Alignment between federal, state
and municipal levels
Complete state and municipal
mitigation plan development and
implementation
Inter-sectorial collaboration
schemes

Involvement of private sector

5 year M-LEDS involvement
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LEDS is structured in sectors bound with a cross-sectorial platform,
vertical integration elements and key enabling systems
PRELIMINARY

Cross-sectorial platforms:
CICC*, Climate Change Council, INECC§, Evaluation Board
Private Sector, Academia & Organized Civil Society

Clean energy
generation

Efficient use of
energy

Financing
mechanisms

Sustainable cities

Urban
development
and mobility

Public policy
instruments

* CICC = Inter-ministerial Commission for Climate Change
§ INECC = National Institute of Ecology and Climate Change

Land Use

Urban waste

AFOLU –
Agriculture,
Forests and
Other Land Use

Capability
strengthening

Vertical Integration

Clean & Efficient Energy

Presently there has been considerable progress, long term goals will
further capture identified mitigation potential
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Long Term Plan

•
•
CLEAN AND
EFFICIENT ENERGY •
PRODUCTION AND
USE

•

Short Term Achievements

ENABLING LOW CARBON GROWTH
• Regulatory framework for independent
35% energy from clean technologies
• Build conditions for developing green
green power
business
generation
-18% energy •
consumption
by
2024
Promote low carbon social development
• 24% energy from clean tech,
Efficient appliances,
• Strengthen institutional capabilities
2,000+ MW wind capacity
50M incandescent bulbs to CFLs
• 24+ energy efficiency standards,
~6M cumulative green mortgage coverage
30M CFLs exchanged
by 2020
• 600k green mortgages in 2011

2

SUSTAINABLE
CITIES

3

BALANCED LAND
MANAGEMENT

• Integrated waste management in 50 cities • -39% unmanaged waste
• Integrated public transport in 18 cities by • 10+ BRT lines in Mexico City,
•
•

2017 to reduce motorization
Upgrade urban planning
Create markets for recycled materials

• 0% forestry net emissions by 2020
• Increase current 5M HA sustainable
•

grazing target
Inter-sectorial planning and incentive
alignment to reduce tensions over the use
of land

Guadalajara and Leon

• Portfolio of 30+ specific transport
projects in highly populated cities

• -50% deforestation in 10 years
• National Water Agenda
• REDD+ vision and rural sustainable
development platforms formed
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LEDS mitigation potential adds up 260 MtCO2e by 2020,
55% on clean and efficient energy production and use
55.4 %

13.5 %

31.1 %
23

260

58

27
50

8

58

36

Greener
Power

Energy
Energy
Public
Transfor Consump- Transport
mation
tion

CLEAN AND EFFICIENT
ENERGY PRODUCTION AND
USE

Waste
mgmt

SUSTAINABLE CITIES

REDD+ Agriculture
& Livestock

Total

BALANCED LAND
MANAGEMENT
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Current portfolio of over 150 identified projects with an abatement
potential of 131MtCO2e, ~50% of 2020 target
Project portfolio by development stage

Technical abatement potential
MtCO2e per year
Baseline scenario
Abatement cost curve scenario

900

Concept

872

Design

Execution

Number of projects

850
-130
800
750

728
709

54

721

102

2020 Abatement potential, MtCO2e
130

741

700

TBD

61

70

Forest
agriculture

39

680
-261

28

Oil and gas

650
611
600

Residential
commerce
industry1

25
18

Transport
50
0
2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Energy
generation
Wastes

Baseline by sector
SOURCE: Team Analysis

Total
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9

130
13

Project portfolio concentrated around energy and forestry sectors
2020 abatement potential
MtCO2e

% of total

ProArbol

REDD Other

22.0

Forestry

10.1

Transport1

Energy
efficiency
standards

Energy
efficiency
at Pemex & CFE

11.7

Pemex

Private

12.1

7.9

Pemex

CFE

16.0

2.5

Landfills Livestock

Waste treatment

4.4

3.5 1.0

33.3

2.6

26.0

20.0

15%

18.5

15%

7%

Wind power Other

Renewables

6.0 0.6

Public transport
infrastructure

6.7

6.8

5%

5%

Efficient wood stoves

Social programs

Other projects

4.0 3.0

2.8

7.0

REDD+ projects and forestry programs. Technical and financial assistance to
rural communities to avoid deforestation and promote sustainable forest
management

▪

Standards of minimum efficiency to reduce energy consumption in lighting
(switch to CFLs), and in private owned vehicles. Energy savings make
implementation profitable to final users

▪

Profitable projects of electricity generation using steam from operations at
Pemex process plants and high consuming private industries (petrochemical,
cement, foods, paper, sugar).

▪

Profitable projects of operational efficiency at Pemex: increase of natural gas
use (no flaring), prevention of gas leaking.
Substitution of plants fuel oil based thermoelectric at CFE

20%

Other

8.9

▪
26%

Iluminación Other

11.6

Co-generation

1.2

Description of main projects

5%

2%

▪
▪

Profitable projects of methane capture from landfills and livestock waste to
produce electricity

▪

Profitable projects of wind power generation in Oaxaca, Tamaulipas and San
Matías. To be carried out, both by CFE and the private sector

▪

High investment projects with high social and mitigation impacts.
Development of new BRT lines

▪
▪

Support low-income sectors for the substitution of inefficient fridges, AC
equipment, and incandescent light bulbs
Support rural communities in the substitution of open furnaces for efficient
wood stoves

▪

Federal government programs to promote sustainable agriculture practices

Total 130 Mt (100%)

SOURCE: Team analysis based on interviews with experts from CONAFOR, CONANP, SAGARPA, Pemex, CONUEE, SEDESOL, SEMARNAT, BANOBRAS, SENER,
Metrobús, CRE, IEE, CFE, FIDE, INFONAVIT, CONAVI.
1 Potential under revision with recent data from IMP & CONUEE
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Proposed light vehicle fuel efficiency standard
Efficiency Km/l

Regulation proyect
14.9 Km/l en 2016

Benefits from new
regulation

15

14

AMIA 13.8km/l
2016
Fleet efficiency
evolution
13.1 Km/l 2011

13

13.1 Km/l constant
fuel economy since
2011

Potential
credits

12

11
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Expected benefits from new regulation (2030)
• $578m financial effect from cumulative savings in fuel, health, and GHG emissions
• 170 Mt Cumulative avoided GHG emissions; 10 MT/year
• Fuel savings 442 Mbarrels gasoline; 26 Mbarrels/year (12% imports 2011)

Proyecto de NOM en el contexto internacional
Los principales países productores de vehículos automotores han implementado normas
para incrementar la eficiencia energética y reducir las emisiones de CO2
Unión Europea

28
25
22

China
Japón

Estados Unidos

km/l

19
Corea del Sur

16
Canadá

México 2016
Homologación + flexibilidades
hasta 14.9 km/l

13
10

México 2010
12.32 km/l

7
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
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In 2011, the combined subsidies to fuel, electricity and liquefied
petroleum gas were 289,562 $MM

2011
Energy subsidies
$289,562m MXP

Oportunidades +
Seguro Popular +
Programa 70 y Más
$121,616m MXP
(42%)

Oportunidades
$80,830m MXP
(28%)

Public spenditure on Oportunidades, poverty alleviation program, was $80,829 million
MXP, equivalent to 28% of the total spenditure on energy subsidies
The resources allocated to Oportunidades, Seguro Popular and Programa 70 y Más are
equivalent to 42% of the energy subsidy.
Source: INE, data published by SCHP, Cuenta Pública, 2011.

Subsidies to gasoline: Progressive elimination of an inefficient subsidy
40%

32.90%
19.40%

20%

A regressive subsidy

2.40%

3.00%

4.50%

5.70%

7.40%

1.20%
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

0%

Lower 20% benefits from
3% of the subsidy.

An inefficient subsidy

10.60% 12.80%

VII

VIII

IX

X

Upper 20% benefits from
52% of the subsidy

• Barrier to the adoption of more efficient technologies
• Source of negative externalities (global and local pollution)
• High opportunity cost (as opposed to investing in social
programs)
• Weakens public finance soundness

Gradual elimination of From 2007 to 2011, monthly price increasese avoided emissions
the subsidy
between 67 and 145 MtCO2e*

*Source: DGIPEA, INE, estimates from high and low demand elasticity scenarios

LEDS enablers include: green business, social development,
capabilities development and cooperation
a

• Foster internal demand through consumer awareness and national

and international certification programs
Build
conditions for • Facilitate access to international green markets by capitalizing the
extensive set of free-trade agreements
developing
green business • Provide certainty for investment in green business opportunities
b
Promote low
carbon social
development
c
Strengthen
institutional
capabilities

d
Network and
international
cooperation

• Focus on poverty alleviation, reducing social imbalance and rural
development as a mechanism for reducing environmental stress

• Accelerate the implementation of social initiatives by deploying
resources for low carbon co-benefits

• Develop a new legal framework for climate change
• Institutionalize coordination mechanisms within the government as
well as with business, academy and society

• Attract and effectively deploy of financial resources
• Facilitate international technology transfer to local applications
• National Institute of Ecology & Climate Change to strengthen
environmental policy-making

• Desarrollo Sustentable to provide linkage and world-class research
• Continued participation in cooperation and aid schemes
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Voluntary programs in the industry sector have contributed to GHG emissions
reduction and triggered the participation of a significant number of businesses
a

GHG emissions reduction, MtCO2e
0.5
18.5

18

National Environmental
Audit Program

Environmental
Leadership for
Competitiveness
Program

TOTAL

Participants in voluntary program, Number of businesses

1,603
3,270
1,667
National Environmental
Audit Program

Environmental
Leadership for
Competitiveness
Program

• Voluntary programs have
resulted in mitigation
results equivalent to 36%
of PECC abatement target
of 52 MtCO2e by 2012
• Achieved mitigation
represents 9% of the total
energy efficiency
abatement potential in the
industry sector

TOTAL
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Specific actions have targeted vulnerable population and fostered
low carbon social development
PRELIMINARY

b

• 20% of households in Mexico use biomass as fuel for
cooking, and its members have direct contact the
smoke. representing a serious health risk

Context

• New stoves use two third less biomass fuel and
prevent direct exposure to the smoke.

Actions

• Both, government and private institutions in Mexico have
implemented programs to exchange stoves in poor, rural communities

• Substitution of more than 600 thousand stoves by 2012,
Achievements

– Replacing the stoves will reduce annual emissions of 1.6 MtCO2
– Co-benefits of significant improvement of health and quality of life
of 600 thousand households

• More than 50% progress by December 2010
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Mexico is developing climate action plans at the state and municipal
level, to coordinate initiatives across the three levels of government
c

State-level climate change plans
(PEACs)
Progress of state-level Climate Change
Plans, # of states

Completed

Being Developed

8

22

Being Planned

Total

15 have already
completed GHG
emissions
inventories & 16
are in progress.

2

32

14 have already
integrated State
Commissions on
Climate Change
& 1 regional
Commission

Municipal-level climate action plans
(PACCMUN)
Progress of municipal-level Climate Change
Plans (1st stage), # of municipalities

Lessons learned
from first 9 pilot
projects are
being
considered
elsewhere

Completed 9

To be
i finshe d by
July 2012

50

To be
i finshe d by
Sep 2012

Total 1st stage

55

114

Typical Content Guide of PEACs
•GHG Emissions Inventory (past)
•GHG Emissions Baseline (outlook)
•Climate Change Scenarios
•Vulnerability of Key Sectors
•Mitigation Plan
•Adaptation Plan

Municipalities are
selected across all
States and across
different ecosystems
to maximize studybase and acquisition
of knowledge
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Key Areas of study for the new National Institute of Ecology &
Climate Change (INECC)

d

•
•
•
•

UNFCCC communications
LEDS
State & Municipal Plans
MRVs

•
•
•
•

Urban sustainability
Pollution reduction
Exposure & Health Impact
Lifecycle analysis

Climate
Change
• Energy Efficiency
• Natural resources
regulation
• Clean Energy
• Sustainability KPIs

Energy and
Resource
efficiency

Pollution Soil,
Water and Air

INECC

Biodiversity
and
Ecosystems

Territorial
Planning

•
•
•
•

Territorial Planning
Soil conservation Policies
Desertification & Degradation
Land Use Change

Environment
al Policy

Green Growth, Mitigation &
Adaptation Policies

• Health Monitoring
• Species & ecosystem
conservation
• Economic Value of Biodiversity
• GMO regulation

Desarrollo Sustentable A.C. will provide research, technology,
financial and cooperation linkage among stakeholders

d

Public
Sector

Academy

Climate Change Policy

Desarrollo
Sustentable A.C.
Research center of
excellence / think tank
Formed of world-class
experts

• Formulate and drive public policy
• Design national adaptation and mitigation actions

Technology Transfer

• Function as a node for best practices
• Adapt technology and integrate knowledge

Financial Brokerage

• Identify financing options
• Facilitate access to funds , through networking

International
Cooperation

• Knowledge transfer and diffusion
• Promote networks of cooperation

Private
Sector

Society

d

Mexico participates in several international collaboration initiatives
Joint initiative of the World Bank, OECD, UNEP, GGGI (Korea)
& SEMARNAT to help identify main knowledge gaps in green
growth theory and practice
Partnership to advance low-emission development through
coordination, information exchange, an cooperation amongst
programs and countries
Ibero-american Network of Climate Change Offices to
promote cooperation throughout Latin American countries

Glenagles
Dialogue
Western Climate Initiative (WCI)
Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative (RGGI)

Parallel mechanism to the Kyoto Forum for Climate Change
negotiations
Guest member at North-American GHG emissions trading
initiatives
Technical and market expertise, financing and technologies for
methane capture and use around the world
Triangular cooperation Mexico-South Korea-Central America,
to build institutional capacities

d

Mexico is recipient of international aid to promote green growth
• Low emission development strategy (LEDS) for Mexico
• Technical & scientific cooperation commission and fund between Mexico and
Spain
• Technical assistance through INE towards the Mexican Green Growth Plan
• ICF funding to reduce risk at green energy production projects through PPP
schemes
• Mexico – UK Sustainable Development Dialogue
• 5 year plan to formulate & implement low-emission development strategies
(M-LEDS) and capabilities enhancement (EC-LEDS) to foster delpoyment of
green technologies
• Green Economy Scoping Study to evaluate the current economic policies and
identify opportunity areas to stimulate investment in key sectors and promote
inclusive growth, green job creation, environmental sustainability and
economic competitiveness
• Cooperation agreement between Mexico and France, and specifically
between the French Development Agency (AFD) and SEMARNAT
• Cooperation framework between Mexico and Germany
• International initiative for climate protection
• Agreement for Economic Association, Political Ensemble and Cooperation
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Investment needed for the identified projects adds to around USD
76.5 Billion. Not all of it will be provided by the federal government
USD Billions

Pending of budget
Budgeted

76.5

33.5

31

26.8
43
18.6
Total
Investment

Main
projects

Incremental cost of
efficient technologies
transferred to final
consumer1

▪ Energy efficiency
standards for
general lighting
and light vehicles

Investment
by federal
government

▪ Forestry programs
▪ Operational
Efficiency in Pemex
and CFE
▪ Government
programs

Investment by
public-private
partnerships2

▪ Electricity co-generation
▪ Wind Power generation
▪ BRT systems and
infrastructure
optimization
▪ Waste management

1 Upfront cost can be alleviated by federal social programs. These projects are profitable if final energy savings are taken into
account.
2 PPP schemes to be developed
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LEDS initiatives require resources valued over 160 Billion USD, out
which Mexico could require grants of 32 billion USD
PRELIMINARY
Grants will be required to cover 32 billion USD of incremental net cost for the initiatives on the
right-hand side of the GHG abatement cost curve
GHG abatement cost curve for Mexico in 2020
Waste, landfill gas direct use
Cost, USD/t CO2e
Waste, landfill gas electricity generation
Antimethanogen vaccine
Industry efficiency projects
Imported vehicles control
Reduced deforestation from
pastureland conversion
Small hydro
0

140
70
0

0
-70
-140

100
LDV (vehicles efficiency)
Cropland nutrient mgmt
Appliances, residencial
Cogeneration, new build
Energy efficiency in oil and gas
LEDs, residential
Electronics, residential
Lightning new build controls
Incandescents to CFLs

Oil to gas shift in power
Waste, Landfill gas
flaring Agronomy
practices
SCADA
Geothermal
(smart grid)

150
Reduced intensive agriculture
conversion
LDV (vehicles
efficiency)
Bioethanol
Grassland
managementfrom
Reduced deforestation
slash and burn agriculture
conversion
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USD Billions

Pasturland
afforestation

Degraded forest
reforestation

200
Forest mgmt
Wastewater
treatment

250
Carbon
Public transprt
capture
system
storage
Abatement potential,
Mt CO2e/year

162
43

10

95

On-shore
wind

Solar PV
Solar concentrated

119

140
97

35
Initiatives w/
possitive NPV

Initiatives w/
negative NPV

CAPEX requirements
(recoverable funds)

Grants (nonrecoverable funds)

Total resources
needed

Resources already Residual financing
commited or
needs
bugeted by Mexico
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Financing is needed not only to offset net costs, but also to remove
barriers and ensure investments are done

Ensure funds for each project to
recover net costs

Remove barriers and promote
investments

Economies of scale to
reduce costs

Promotion efforts,
demonstration projects

Prioritize projects with
co-benefits
Carbon markets

Domestic green fund*

International climate
change support

Enabling mechanisms to
allow third party interest
Reduce subsidies to align
incentives
Regulate / norm to force
(eventual) transition

Develop non-subsidized
financing mechanisms
Grants / soft loans for
vulnerable sectors

* Currently under consideration
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Several identified barriers will require direct investment, such as:

• Real/perceived risk increases cost of clean energy projects and inhibits
investment

• Budget ceiling limits approval of some profitable projects (e.g. energy
efficiency in PEMEX)

• Building local capabilities to create the new business models (e.g. PPP)
• Alleviate upfront costs of profitable initiatives in the low-income sectors
to ensure transition to low-carbon technologies and promote social
development

• Strengthen institutional capabilities and accomplish regulatory
modifications needed to promote deployment of green technologies
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The implementation of LEDS will have significant impact on
economic growth, jobs creation and poverty alleviation
Economic and social impact vs. BAU*, 2030

3 million

Incremental Additional jobs
GDP growth
created

Deciles 1-2

Deciles 3-5

Deciles 6-8

Deciles 9-10

Cumulative welfare

• The positive macroeconomic impact is derived from negative cost mitigation options
• Incurring in projects with positive mitigation costs has high impact on mitigation but does not
have negative macroeconomic impact
• There is general growth in all sectors other than oil and natural gas
• Production and consumer sectors relating to energy show slower growth
• In terms of income distribution, the changes are largely progressive
* Analysis under a general equilibrium model, base case is similar to, but does not replicate business as usual scenario
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